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greater contribution to history was to spot that 
one member of this group, the young writer and 
translator Wilhelm Müller, alone had the talent to 
rise above the amateurish level of the rest. Berger 
was relentless and often rude in pushing Müller 
to make endless revisions to his poems until a 
complete narrative cycle was finally ready for 
publication around 1820. 

Müller’s talent had converted the semi-improvised 
song-play of the Stägemann circle, with its wide 
cast of characters all speaking for themselves, 
into something more interesting: a monodrama, 
where the whole story is told from the miller’s 
point of view. The poems quickly found favour 
throughout Germany but Müller, confiding to his 
diary, always knew that they needed music to 
make their fullest effect:

‘I can neither play nor sing, yet when I write verses 
I sing and play after all. If I could produce the 
melodies, my songs would be more pleasing than 
they are now. But courage! Perhaps there is a 
kindred spirit who will hear the tunes behind the 
words and give them back to me’.

Well over 200 composers were inspired to ‘hear 
the tunes’ behind Wilhelm Müller’s words during 
the rest of the 19th century, but no one doubts 
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The Fair Maid of the Mill

The story was not a new one. As places of 
romantic adventure, mills have a long literary 
history, stretching back to some of Europe’s 
oldest songs and stories. Typically, a young man 
(shy, poetic, a singer of songs) finds work at a 
mill, falls in love with the beautiful maid who 
lives there, but loses her to a co-worker (often a 
hunter) who is more attractive and exciting. Grain 
– these old tales all tell us – is not the only thing 
to be crushed and transformed in mills. 

And in early 19th-century Germany the story was 
in vogue. An opera by Paisiello and a novella by 
Goethe were just two of many elaborations on 
the theme that captured the popular imagination. 
So when the cultured and sociable circle that 
gathered regularly at the Berlin home of Friedrich 
August von Stägemann had the idea for a poetry 
contest, along the lines of the fashionable 
tradition for Liederspiele (where a story is told 
in a series of poems or songs), it is perhaps not 
surprising that they settled on the subject of a 
mill maid and her rival suitors. Each member of 
the circle took on a different part; each  began 
to compose their own verses. After a while, 
the respected composer Ludwig Berger was 
brought in to set some of them to music – but his 
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listening?) reveal how little confidence he has to 
match his devotion. When he finally meets the 
girl face-to-face by the brook in Tears like rain, 
he seems unable to say anything at all to her, 
preferring to just stare at her reflection in the 
water. ‘I think it’s raining’, she says quickly, an 
excuse to escape…

So at this halfway point in the cycle we already 
sense a delusional edge to the energy, excitement 
and intoxication of Mine! The miller is in full-
throated heroic mode, but singing of the sort 
of man he would like to be – a bold, decisive 
figure who gets the girl – rather than the one we 
have just witnessed by the brook. After a pivotal 
soliloquy (Interlude) there is one last glimpse of 
the maid in The green ribbon. She breezes in to 
say how much she loves the colour green – by 
which the miller (as ever hearing only what he 
wants to hear) imagines she means ‘our love is 
evergreen’. But he has misread her again. The real 
significance of green is revealed as a new wildness 
enters the music in The huntsman: it is the colour 
worn by his rival for the girl’s attention, whose 
alpha-maleness provokes a torrent of anger from 
the miller in Jealousy and pride. 

The very low opening note of Her favourite colour 
signals a deeper look into the miller’s character 

than any music we have yet heard, and in the 
course of the song an F sharp tolls no fewer than 
532 times in the right hand of the piano. Jealously 
has pathologised into obsession. Our hero is stuck, 
and already beginning to see only one way out. The  
hated colour passes through an incredible range of  
emotions, including dignity and nobility, as he says 
farewell to his dreams of a relationship with the maid. 

Withered flowers opens with the music of 
exhaustion, numbness and isolation. The boy’s 
fantasies must now be of death, though he still 
daydreams that the girl might discover flowers 
(Forget-me-nots) on his grave. In a hypnotic duet 
(The miller and the brook) he sings in the minor 
of his sadness, while the comforting replies of 
the brook in the major are all the more moving 
because we know them to be imagined. 

And this is last we hear from the miller. The final 
word in Schubert’s cycle goes to the stream 
in which he has drowned himself, with echoes 
of bells (the miller’s passing bell perhaps) and 
hunting horns. The brook sings a lullaby is in 
E major – the remotest key possible from the B 
flat major of the cycle’s hopeful opening – and the 
cycle ends with a rising moon and starlit sky.
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that his true kindred spirit was found when Franz 
Schubert discovered the poems while visiting his 
friend – the composer Benedict Randhartinger – 
sometime in the early 1820s, and virtually stole 
the book so he could set them to music. When 
Randhartinger called to reclaim his property 
the following day, Schubert offered, by way of 
apology, the first songs of a new song cycle, Die 
Schöne Mullerin, which he had sat up all night 
composing. It’s a good story, worth repeating 
even though it may not be true (Randhartinger 
was a good musician – who accompanied the 
first complete performance of the cycle in 1856 
– but an unreliable source) because it gives a 
sense of what a momentous discovery Schubert 
had made. 

Müller had elevated his material from its 
homespun origins, but Schubert goes further still. 
He dispensed with the rather sentimental prologue 
and epilogue, which had anchored the story at a 
safely ironic distance, and omitted several poems 
that provide background details, focusing instead 
solely on the central character and his sad story. 

The first thing we hear is the brook. It is in full 
flow, tearing along its course, crashing over a mill 
wheel. In Somewhere, we learn that the singer is 

a young, journeying miller, always looking for his 
next opportunity. But the plangent repetitions of 
‘somewhere’ make it clear that his wanderlust has 
deeper roots. This miller is in search of experience 
as well as employment, and with his highly poetic 
nature he believes the brook will lead him to it. 

In Where now? we glimpse him following the brook 
as it purls through the hills, not yet harnessed to 
any wheel. Stop! captures the moment when he 
first spots a new mill in the distance. What did it 
mean to him? Work, certainly, and a warm bed and 
welcoming household. But he is surely hoping for 
more too? Everything seems clear in the hymn-like 
calm of A thank you to the stream. His destiny lies 
at the mill and the beautiful maid who lives there 
will fall in love with him. 

In The end of a long day’s work our miller works 
‘with the strength of a giant’ to impress both 
his new employer and his daughter, but his fate 
already seems to hang in the balance. ‘Is she 
in love with me?’ he asks the brook in Curiosity 
and, not for the last time, we hear more than a 
touch of a daydreaming Narcissus in the boy who 
gazes into it. Impatience imagines his success at 
serenading the maid, but the actual serenades – 
Good morning and The miller’s flowers – he sings 
outside the her bedroom window (is she even 
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So why a new English version of Die schöne 
Mullerin? It is often (and rightly) said that the 
essence of Lieder is in the close marriage of words 
and music. But it is also in the immediacy of the 
storytelling. And for English-speaking audiences 
that storytelling can sometimes seem to take 
place at one remove. Even those who understand 
German words will not have the same emotional 
response to it as they do to their mother tongue.
A good translation is an act of discovery – a 
retelling, not a replacement. I commissioned 
this modern English version of Fair Maid in the 
hope that, like a good screen adaptation of 
a classic novel, it could bring a masterpiece 
to a new audience, as well as offering a fresh 
perspective to those who know it well. 

© Christopher Glynn
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A Translator’s Note 

This was my first foray into Lieder translating. 
I’d done operas aplenty – but I’d always heard 
the admonitions of my Lieder-loving father in 
my ears. ‘Operas are story, songs are poetry.’ 
Therefore libretti can be rendered in audience 
friendly English, whereas poetry was too delicate 
to tamper with.

A few factors changed my mind. Firstly, and 
most vitally, the support and patient patronage 
of Christopher Glynn, the onlie begetter of 
almost all my work in this arena. Then the 
growing conviction, after years of working in the 
theatre, that songs were story too and therefore 
intrinsically theatrical. The fact that it was this 
song-cycle, Schubert’s first (and the first in all 
music to tell a story) which Glynn used to reel 
me in seems particularly serendipitous. The Fair 
Maid of the Mill (as we christened it) is not only 
theatrical, but it was conceived by its theatre-
loving poet Wilhelm Müller as a sort of drama 
with a Werther-like hero. It’s easy to forget 
that in 1823, Schubert was as much an opera 
composer as a songwriter. And that in Müller’s 
original collection the cycle is a sort of theatrical 
performance. He wrote a prelude and an epilogue 
to be recited in front of the curtain, as it were. 

Schubert didn’t set those poems but seems to 
have preserved the shape – the middle song is 
called Pause, which in German theatre denotes 
an interval. 

The shape of the piece is similarly theatrical. We 
begin with an ‘I want song’ (as they say in musical 
theatre), the longing for ‘somewhere’ – which 
we also find in West Side Story and Wizard of Oz. 
Then there’s a journey, then our hero falls in love. 
Then the Interval. Then Act Two (as it were) where 
things go wrong. There’s a rival, then despair and, 
finally a death.

So, a story. And one told in direct simple language, 
which is the last thing that gave me the courage 
to attempt a translation. Müller doesn’t have the 
depth of Goethe, nor the irony of Heine. What he 
does have is an immediate uncomplicated and 
almost unpoetical access to emotion – which is 
very heartening for the English versifier. If I can 
be simple and direct then I can match in some 
measure the poetry that moved Schubert so 
marvellously. And if even some of that clarity can 
touch the ear of a non-German speaking audience 
then maybe some of my love of these songs can be 
transmitted. I hope so.

© Jeremy Sams
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To hear its silver sound
To find its magic music
To hear its silver sound
Who knows where this will lead me
Who knows what I will find
Who knows what I’ll find
The sound of rushing water
Has mesmerized my mind
The sound of rushing water
Has mesmerized my mind

It’s more than rushing water
That’s leading me along
It’s like a choir of wood-nymphs who sing their 
siren song
A magic choir of wood-nymphs who sing their 
siren song

So sing me your magic music
And flow where you will flow
Wherever you may lead me
I’m more than glad to go.

Wherever you may lead me
I’m more than glad to go.
So sing me your magic music
And flow where you will flow
Where you flow,
I will go….

1 Stop!
 Halt!

As you led me through the forest
As I followed my stream
A mill bathed in sunlight
Appeared like a dream
Appeared like a dream
Here’s the mighty millwheel turning
here’s a song that I know
full of longing, full of yearning
There’s a song that I know.
But the house feels so lonely
Full of weeping and woe.
Yet it’s bathed in golden sunlight
So bright and so clear
Its bathed in golden sunlight
So bright and so clear
Is this where I am bound for?
Were you leading me here?
Is this where I am bound for?
Were you leading me here?
Were you leading me here?
Were you leading me here?
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The Fair Maid of the Mill

1 Somewhere
 Das Wandern

A miller loves to sit and dream of somewhere
That’s what I do, I sit and dream of somewhere
And where it is, it’s hard to say,
Not near at hand, nor far away
But somewhere, yes somewhere
But somewhere, yes somewhere

The rushing waters show the way to somewhere
Careering headlong, night and day to somewhere
And so I watch the millstream race
To some as yet uncharted place
To somewhere, to somewhere
To somewhere, to somewhere

The millwheels long to join the game, the millwheels
They plainly seem to feel the same, the millwheels
For like my mind they churn and churn
The more they turn, the more I yearn
For somewhere, for somewhere
For somewhere, for somewhere

The millstones show the other way, the millstones
It’s ‘here I sit - and here I’ll stay!’ for millstones
But the settled life is not for me

How could I bear to never see
My somewhere, my somewhere
My somewhere, my somewhere?

So time to wander, time to pack, for somewhere
To set my course (and not look back) for somewhere
By the time my Master knows I’m gone
There’s a journey I’ll have started on.
To somewhere, to somewhere
To somewhere, to somewhere

2 Where now? 
 Wohin?

Was that the sound of water
In the valley far below?
Is it something I imagined
Or is it really so?

And though the path led upwards
And though the road was clear
Still something led my footsteps
To see what I could hear
Yes something led my footsteps
To see what I could hear

And that’s why I clambered downwards
Over steep, over rocky ground
To find its magic music
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Then his darling daughter said
“Thank you all, it’s time for bed”
“Thank you all, it’s time for bed!”

If I had the strength of a giant
I would whirl the wheels through the water
I’d quadruple our Master’s output
And astound his gorgeous daughter

Then at last she’d notice me
Then she’d see what I could be
Then at last she’d notice me
Then she’d see what I could be

Then at last she’d notice me
Then at last she’d notice me!

6 Curiosity
 Der Neugierige

I wouldn’t ask the rainbow
I wouldn’t ask a star
I’m certain that neither could tell me
The way things truly are

A rainbow’s an illusion
A star’s too far above
So trusty mill stream, tell me
If she returns my love

My dear, my sweet companion
You’re strangely quiet today
I know you know the answer
Are you afraid to say?
Are you afraid to say?

‘No’. That may be the answer
It’s either that or ‘yes’
So come what may, one word will define 
my happiness
Yes come what may, one word will define 
my happiness

My dear, my sweet companion
How churlish you can be
I know you know the answer
Is she in love with me?
Is she in love with me?

7 Impatience
 Ungeduld

I want to carve it deep on every tree
To paint it high on every wall I see
I want to sow the words in watercress
So everyone could read my happiness
So everyone can see
The very heart of me
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4 A thank you to the stream
 Danksagung an den Bach

Were you leading me here?
My gurgling friend?
Was I being guided?
Were you leading me here?
Were you leading me here?
I reckon you were
To lead me to her.

Yes
That’s what you wooed me
Why you pursued me
To lead me to her.
To lead me to her.

Or perhaps it was her?
Yes it might even be
That she sent you to me?
She sent you to fetch me
She sent you to me?
She sent you to me?

Who cares who did what?
or which way around
I came looking for labour
and look what I found!

For how could I guess
Who’d answer the door
Now I’m living in heaven
Who could ask for more?
Who could ask for more?

5 The end of a long day’s work
 Am Feierabend

If I had the strength of a giant
I would whirl the wheels through the water
I’d quadruple our Master’s output
And astound his lovely daughter

Then at last she’d notice me
Then she’d see what I could be
Then at last she’d notice me
Then she’d see what I could be

But although I do my best
All that threshing, all that grinding
Through that endless toil I’m finding
I’m no stronger than the rest
I’m no stronger than the rest

We all sat and ate together this evening
When our long exhausting day had ended
And the Master turned and thanked us…
“Boys, your work today was splendid
Yes, your work today was splendid”
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I’ll wait until you see me
I’ll wait until you see me
Until you see me

“Good morning” you will say to me.
And if today it’s not to be
I’ll wait until tomorrow
The meadow lark is on the wing
My lady, can’t you hear it sing
Of love’s joy and sorrow
Of love’s joy and sorrow
Joy and sorrow

9 The miller’s flowers
 Des Müllers Blumen

Beside the mill, beside the stream
A thousand flowers wink and gleam
The perfect shade, the perfect size
The colour of her perfect eyes
That’s why I love the flowers
That’s why I love the flowers

I long to steal them from the mill
And plant them by her window sill
They’d whisper in her ears and say
‘Forget me not’, by night or day
Tell her, my faithful flowers
Tell her, my faithful flowers

They’d float into her room at night
And stroke her face, and hold her tight
And rock her, ‘til she shuts her eyes
Then sing her scented lullabies
Love her, you lucky flowers
Love her, you lucky flowers

And then to show the day’s begun
She’ll draw her drapes and greet the sun
All eyes are wet as she appears
My flowers with dew, and mine with tears
I’m weeping with my flowers
I’m weeping with my flowers

0 Tears like rain
 Tränenregen

We sat in easy silence
Beneath the vaulted trees
The whispering stream beside us
Conspired with the sigh of the breeze

The moon rose up to join us
The stars began to gleam
We quietly watched their reflection
In the silvery face of the stream.

I didn’t see the moonlight
The stars meant nothing to me
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You are my love, you are my love,
And you and I will love for ever

I want to teach it to a singing bird
So he could then repeat it word for word
So he can jubilantly sing your praise
In joyous folderols and roundelays
And he would sing it, so
That everyone would know

You are my love, you are my love
And you and I will love for ever

I want to breathe it on the morning air
A secret message for the wind to bear
I want to share it with the passing breeze
And send it rustling through the poplar trees
And all around the land
So you can understand

You are my love. You are my love
And you and I will love forever.

The words I long to say and daren’t speak
The world can see them in my burning cheek
The world can hear them in my aching sighs
Or else divine them from my shining eyes
The words I daren’t say
Are giving me away

You are my love, you are my love,
And you and I will love for ever

8 Good morning
 Morgengruss

All I did was say “Good morning”
But then you turned your face away
As if you’d cause to fear me
Is my regard so hard to bear
That you’d be happier anywhere
Than standing somehere near me
Than standing somewhere near me,
Anywhere near me

Must I look on in secrecy
Or wait until you notice me
Or hide away till you find me
Or maybe you’re the sort of star
I have to worship from afar
Or else your light will blind me
Or else your light will blind me
Your light will blind me

No, I’ll be glad to wait for you
Your golden hair, your eyes of blue
Your smile, so soft, so dreamy
One day you’ll taste the morning air
And notice that I’m standing
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With the joy that I have found?
With the joy that I have found?

Let the stars
Whirl and shine
Whizz and fizz like sparkling wine
Let the heav’ns
Intertwine
Let the sun and moon combine

The beloved miller-girl is mine, is mine.
The beloved miller-girl is mine, is mine.
Mine, all mine…

w Interlude
 Pause

I have hung my lute from a nail by the door
And with a bright green ribbon its strings are tied
My heart is so full I can’t sing anymore
I must keep my feelings hidden inside

All my passion all my heartache and pain
I tried to fashion into a joyful refrain

But when I sang it
It started to pall
How could I take pain
And paint it so small?

And the weight of that joy is too profound
Far too great to express in human sound
Far too great to express in human sound

So my dear friend you’re happiest hanging there
But should you feel the stroke of a breath of air
Or should you be brushed by a careless bumble 
bee
The sound in the air would tear at the heart of me

Oh why, why did I leave it hanging there so long
When sometimes it strums its own sorry song

Is this the memory of my pain and woe
Or the prelude to something I’ve yet to know?

Is this the memory of my pain and woe
Or the prelude to something I’ve yet to know?

e The green ribbon
 Mit dem grünen Lautenbande

“Shame that the nice green piece of braid
Should hang on the wall and start to fade
When I’m so fond of green
When I’m so fond of green”

My love, I’ll cut it down today
and send it to you straight away
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The way that her eyes were shining
Was all I needed to see

She gazed at the edge of the millstream
Where banks of forget-me-nots grew.
The flowers gazed back in the twilight
A vision of blue upon blue

It seemed that all the heavens
Had drowned within the brook
And something pulled me downwards
To take a closer look

The babbling water above it
Still singing its magical song
“Come in, the water is lovely
You know it’s where you belong”

My teardrops distorted the picture
They bitterly started to flow
She said, “I think it’s raining
It’s time for me to go”

q  Mine!
 Mein!

Millstream stop your rushing sound
Millwheels stop careering round
Can’t you hear the heavens resound

All around
With the joy that I have found?
With the joy that I have found?

Let the stars
Whirl and shine
Whizz and fizz like sparkling wine
Let the heavens
Intertwine
Let the sun and moon combine

The beloved miller-girl is mine, is mine.
The beloved miller-girl is mine, is mine.
Mine, all mine…

Sunshine
Can’t you glow a bit more fervently?
Springtime
Are those all the flowers you own?
Sun and moon and stars above
Can’t you simply explode with love?

Must I be forced to sing her praises all alone?
Must I be forced to sing her praises all alone?

Millstream stop your rushing sound
Millwheels stop careering round
Can’t you hear the heavens resound
All around
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Wild boars come at night and they scoff all the fruit
So why not shoot them if you need to shoot?
Wild boars come at night and they eat the fruit
So why not shoot them if you have to shoot?

t Jealousy and pride
 Eifersucht und Stolz

I know why you are flowing so fast today
You want to chase that bounty-hunter far away!
Turn back, turn back
For she is just as much to blame
Alas her lack of decency
Her lack of shame!

Turn back, turn back

I’m sure you saw her standing at her door last night
Her neck was craning searching for that frightful man
I think when hunters are returning from the kill
A proper decent girl should stay inside the mill
Yes when a hunter is still reeking from the kill
A proper decent girl should stay inside the mill

Yes go and find her
Go and tell her
Go and tell her
If you can

But not a word
Nothing be said
About the tears I might have shed
Instead…

Please say
I’m happy as a lark today
I’m singing songs and watching as the children play
Please say… please say…
I’m happy
Happy as a lark today
Please say… please say…
I’m happy watching as the children dance and play
Please say… please say…please say.

y Her favourite colour
 Die liebe Farbe

I’d dress in weeping willow
If that would make her love me
My love’s so fond of green
My love’s so fond of green

I’d lie beneath a cypress tree
And sleep on a bed of rosemary
My love’s so fond of green
My love’s so fond of green
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Since you’re so fond of green
Since you’re so fond of green

Millers are always dressed in white
But other colours can bring delight
I’m also fond of green
I’m also fond of green

For green is hope and green is spring
And evrything that life can bring
and love is evergreen
Our love is evergreen

Here is the ribbon, yours to wear
So braid it in your golden hair
since you’re so fond of green
since you’re so fond of green

And then the glint of green can show
Where happiness will bloom and grow
And that’s why I love green
Yes that’s why I love green

r The huntsman
 Der Jäger

So what are you hunting for down by the mill
There’s nothing to stalk and there’s nothing to kill
There’s only one creature who’s drawing you here
And she is my darling and she is my deer

This mill and this village want nothing from you
Your hounds and your horns and your hullabaloo
And if you come crashing in here with your gun
My timorous angel will turn and she’ll run

The sight of your beard will frighten your prey
The fawn in the garden will hurry away
Your scrabbly stubbble will only dismay
The fawn in the garden, who’ll hurry away

So stay in the forest, I humbly request
Give hardworking farmers and millers a rest
Or maybe try fishing for novelty’s sake
Go stand in a river, or jump in a lake

So stay in the forest, stay right where you are
And gaze if you have to but gaze from afar
Or you could do something more useful instead?
Like maybe policing her strawberry bed
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i Withered flowers
 Trockne Blumen

You lovely flowers the flowers she gave
You’ll lie besides me when I’m in my grave
I know you know me, I know you can see
The secret pain at the heart of me
You should be withered and old and dry
And yet you’re wet, can you tell me why?

Despite the plentiful tears I shed
Like your love, your flowers will always be dead
For spring and winter may come and may go
But withered flowers will never grow
So sleep by me in my lonely grave
You lovely flowers, the flow’rs she gave

But should she ever be wand’ring nearby
And think of me with a tearful eye
I’d tell my flowers, “appear, appear,
The winter is over and springtime is here”

Yes should she ever be wand’ring nearby
And think of me with a tearful eye
I’d tell my flowers, “appear, appear,
The winter is over and springtime is here”

I’d tell my flowers, “appear, appear,
For winter is over and springtime is here”

o The miller and the brook
 Der Müller und der Bach

The miller:
‘When true hearts are broken
When true lovers sigh
Then roses and lilies
Will fade and die

The moon weeps in sympathy.
But secretly
She goes into hiding
So no one can see

The angels however
Will openly weep
Their sobbing their sighing
Will sing you to sleep.’

The brook:
‘But love takes the teardrops
She’s wrung from your eyes
And turns them to stardust
To light up the skies
She turns them to stardust
She lights up the skies

New roses start growing
Half red and half white
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I’d even join the huntsmen
if she’d think better of me
My love loves hunting green
My love loves hunting green

My prey would be a painless death
I’d hunt it to my dying breath
My love loves hunting green
My love loves hunting green

Then bury me on a hillside
with turf and grass above me
My love’s so fond of green
My love’s so fond of green

So let no dark grey cross be seen
Not flowers of beige or aubergine
Let everything be green
Let everything be green

u The hated colour
 Die böse Farbe

I’d love to travel around the world
As free as a mountain breeze
But firstly I’d have to wipe the world
of meadows and grass and trees

I’d love to clean the world of green
strip all the branches bare

My weeping would bleach the green away
Till there was nothing there
Nothing but whiteness there

Oh green you ghastly sickly hue
The way so gloat at me
So brash, so smug, so fancy free
you mock me in my misery

In rain and storm I’ll be by her door
The world may wonder why
But she’ll hear my song and she’ll understand
I’m here to bid her goodbye
I’m here to bid her goodbye

And when she hears the hunting horn
I bet her window opens wide
She won’t be looking out at me
But I’ll be looking inside
I’ll see the ribbon in her hair
And think of how she lied
And think of how she lied

I need to clean the green from you
To help me break the spell
But meanwhile let me reach for you
One touch and then farewell
One touch and then farewell
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Hunting horns may play
but so far away
you can hear them play
but way away
And their troubling sound
Is so easily drowned
And little blue flowers want to whisper and peep
Yes, they will want to whisper and peep
But I won’t allow them
To trouble your sleep
No, I won’t allow them
To trouble your sleep

Lovely maid of the mill
Are you loitering still?
Lovely maid of the mill
Are you loitering still?
Off you go, disappear
you’re not wanted here

But that shawl you are wearing
Throw it to me
Yes, the shawl you are wearing
Throw it to me
Let’s cover his eyes
So he won’t have to see
So yours is the face
That he won’t have to see
Goodnight until you wake again

Goodnight until you wake again
But meanwhile farewell to joy, and pain
The mist will clear, the moon will rise
The mist will clear, the moon will rise
The stars are so high and so wide the skies
The stars are so high and so wide the skies.

Poems by Wilhelm Müller (1794-1827)
All texts translated by Jeremy Sams
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And they’ll never wither
They’ll bloom day and night
No, they’ll never wither
They’ll bloom day and night

The angels in heaven
Will know how you cried
They’ll glide down each morning
To be by your side
They’ll glide down each morning
To be by your side’

The miller:
‘My dear beloved mill stream
So wise and so true
But do you know what love does?
It tears you in two

Your waters can soothe me
So cool, so deep
So hold me and enfold me
And sing me to sleep
Yes, hold me and enfold me
And sing me to sleep.’

p The brook sings a lullaby
 Des Baches Wiegenlied

Good night, good night
Sleep deep, sleep tight
Good night, good night
Sleep deep, sleep tight
You are exhausted so lie down in me
True love is here
True love lives in me
True love, true faith they all live in me
Why not close your eyes
As you float out to sea
Simply close your eyes
And float to sea

I will make you a bed
To soothe your head
I will make you a bed
To soothe your head
Come let me hold you so close to my breast
Below, below it’s soft and slow
My gentle currents come and go
And they will caress you
Until you rest
Yes, they will caress you
Until you rest
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THE FAIR MAID OF THE MILL
FRANZ SCHUBERT’S DIE SCHÖNE MULLERIN D. 795

IN A NEW ENGLISH VERSION BY JEREMY SAMS

1 Somewhere [2.34]
2 Where now?  [2.24]
3 Stop!  [1.30]
4 A thank you to the stream [2.15]
5 The end of a long day’s work [2.35]
6 Curiosity [4.01]
7 Impatience [2.38]
8 Good morning [4.19]
9 The miller’s flowers [3.27]
0 Tears like rain [4.07]
q Mine!  [2.23]
w Interlude [4.54]

e The green ribbon [1.51]
r The huntsman [1.17]
t Jealously and pride [1.38]
y Her favourite colour [4.12]
u The hated colour [2.13]
i Withered flowers [3.50]
o The miller and the brook [4.11]
p The brook sings a lullaby [6.54]

 Total timings:  [63.25]
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